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Descriptive Report
to accompany
TOPOGRAPHIC SHEET FIELD LETTER B-38.
Coast of California
U.S.C. & G.S.S. GUIDE
Project HT-206
1938

INSTRUCTIONS: Dated May 2, 1935.

LIMITS OF SURVEY: The sheet extends from Point Arena to Latitude 39° 04' along the coast.

PURPOSE: The purpose of this survey was to furnish graphic control for the wire drag surveys in the area.

CONTROL: The control for the survey consisted of triangulation completed in 1929 and 1930;

METHODS: Location by intersections from triangulation stations or resection was used throughout. Station DOT was located by cuts from Station SKUNK 1930, LILAC 1930, MONROE 1930 and a check cut transferred from Sheet A-38 (Field No.). Signals MISS, PIN ROCK, PINNACLE ROCK ON POINT MAL PASO, ROCK, CAT, GET, LONE WHITE ROCK and CAT were located by intersections from at least three triangulation stations. In some cases additional cuts were obtained from well located positions of the plane table. Signals DOG and N.W. OF THREE TANKS were located by resections, with a check in direction on signals GET and CAT.

Descriptions of recoverable topographic stations are being forwarded and recovery notes for triangulation on the sheet are being forwarded under separate cover.

Respectfully submitted,

H. C. Connelly
Aid, C. & G. S.

Approved and forwarded:

E. W. Nickelberg,
Chief of Party, C. & G. S.,
Commanding Ship GUIDE from October 3, 1938;
Preceded by Captain F. H. Hardy from 6-15-38 to 10-3-38;
Preceded by Comdr. O.W. Swainson from 5-1-38 to 6-15-38.

Inspect. Review not necessary.
J. A. McCarrick
April 16, 1940.
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This is forwarded in order that your attention may be directed to the matters as indicated below. Please initial in column 3 as an acknowledgement that your attention has been thus directed. The complete original records are available if desired. If you cannot give this your immediate attention, please initial, note, and forward to the next section marked, calling for the records at your convenience.
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